Abstract: Visible light communications (VLC) has emerged as one of the prominent technologies to cater to the ever-increasing high-speed-data demand for proposed fifthgeneration (5G) systems. However, two main issues affect the performance of VLC in an indoor environment: a) nonlinearity of light-emitting diode, which renders the overall system nonlinear; and b) intersymbol interference due to the propagation channel, which closes the eye diagram of the transmit constellation and, hence, causes it to be unsuitable for detection. To counter these artifacts, complex post-distortion receivers such as the Volterra-decision feedback equalizer (DFE) have been proposed to recover the transmit symbols. In this paper, the use of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space-based minimum symbol error rate equalizer is proposed that provides performance comparable to a long Volterra-DFE, with much less computational cost. Simulations have been carried over IEEE 802.15 personal area network (PAN) channels, which suggest that the proposed approach gives equivalent performance in an indoor VLC channel, as compared with Volterra-DFE with far fewer computations. An analytical expression for mean square error dynamics over these channels is also derived, and it is observed that the theoretically derived expression matches the simulation results for the considered IEEE 802.15 PAN indoor VLC channels.
Introduction
The ever increasing need for high bandwidth to accommodate more users at gigabit rates for future fifth-generation (5G) communication systems has resulted in shifting communication frequency range towards visible light spectrum. This is achieved by modulating the intensity of a light emitting diode (LED) lamp at a high frequency imperceptible to the human eye, thereby achieving the dual purpose of illumination and digital transmission. This technique of communications is called visible light communications (VLC) [1] , [2] . Though VLC communication systems promise bandwidths of four to five orders of magnitude higher than fourth-generation (4G) systems and two to three orders of magnitude higher than modern optical fiber systems (assuming there is no electrical to optical conversion issue) with speeds up to 3-Gb/s being reported [3] , their performance is limited by artifacts like LED nonlinearity and inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to the propagation channel. LED nonlinearity particularly affects the performance of VLC systems when multilevel constellations like pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) with high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) are used. One can argue that LED always has a linear working region, and lifetime of a modern LED is 10 years, due to which the characteristics may remain more or less invariant (which can be resolved by manual calibration). However, the strength of post-distortion is apparent in the following scenarios: a) high power/pulse mode of LED, in which nonlinearity is higher and the life time of LED is shorter, b) robustness on the tolerance of manufacturing, since different production bins give difference grades of LED, and post-processing technique would be useful to save the cost in manufacturing, c) maintaining SNR under dynamic environment in presence of interference, power instability, etc.
For a VLC system, the channel impulse response (CIR) in an indoor environment is typically long in certain scenarios which requires complex receiver architecture based on Volterradecision feedback equalizer (DFE) [4] . Many VLC systems have been demonstrated successfully in the literature which mitigate these artifacts by pre-distortion techniques and post-distortion techniques or an (iterative) combination of both. Post-distortion and pre-distortion techniques generally go hand-in-hand [5] and are both valid solutions to mitigate the VLC channel artifacts. Some pre-distortion techniques use a static lookup table at the transmitter which is unsuitable for modeling dynamic change in LED characteristics due to ageing [6] . To remedy this, adaptive pre-distortion solutions have been proposed [6] , [7] which utilize output of the post-distorter at the receiver thereby making it an integral part of pre-distorter design [7] , [8] . Post-distortion, as an independent task, aims to mitigate the overall nonlinearity of the cascade of LED nonlinearity and ISI channel by a long computationally demanding solution like Volterra-DFE [4] , [9] , [10] . This formulation, though attractive, is based on heuristics like choice of optimal filter order and may suffer from convergence to local minima if the filter parameters are not chosen properly. Moreover, the overall throughput can be affected if the Volterra-DFE takes a large number of iterations to converge.
In parallel, there has been a growing interest in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) based techniques [11] - [13] for equalization and channel estimation of nonlinear systems. These classes of algorithms are generally adaptive and find convex solutions to nonlinear optimization problems [14] . Several classes of linear adaptive algorithms like least mean squares (LMS) algorithm and recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm have been absorbed within the framework of RKHS techniques with reasonable computational complexity. Recently, the minimum symbol error rate criterion (MSER) based equalization [15] , [16] (a better paradigm than minimum mean squared error (MMSE) paradigm as it incorporates higher order statistics) has also been adopted into the RKHS framework by the name the kernel minimum symbol error rate equalizer [17] . Both kernel least mean squares (KLMS) [11] and kernel MSER (KMSER) based approaches [17] , give good bit error rate (BER) performance; however, they require infinite storage and polynomial computational complexity, thereby calling for dictionary sparsification techniques [18] .
In order to lower the computational complexity and make the KMSER viable for VLC channels, a sparsification technique is proposed in Section 4. To the best of authors' knowledge and from the literature survey, the use of RKHS techniques has not been explored for equalization of VLC channels. Simulations reveal that the proposed sparsified-KMSER has equivalent/better performance in most scenarios as compared to Volterra-DFE, with much lesser number of computations required as compared to the Volterra-DFE. As an additional novelty of this work, theoretical expressions dictating mean squared error (MSE) dynamics for KMSER are derived and validated by simulations. This analysis provides control over the desired MSE floor and the convergence rate of KMSER by varying the step-size in a manner dictated by the mathematically derived expressions.
In this paper, the following terminology is used: scalar at time k is represented by ðÁÞ k and vector at time k is represented by boldface with subscript k such as x k (which are elements of R M , M being the row dimension of the vector, and R denotes the field of real numbers), and italicized variables like D k and I k denote an online dictionary of observation and error terms respectively, at the time instance k . Real part of a complex quantity is denoted by the superscript ðÁÞ R and <fÁg, and the imaginary part is denoted by ðÁÞ I and =fÁg.
System Model
In this section, the system model considered in this paper is described. Let s k denote the input constellation (with DC bias so as to be placed in the forward-bias of LED) at the k th time instant. It is passed through an finite impulse response (FIR) filter
, of order L À 1. The received symbol at k th time instant, x k , is given as follows:
where f ð:Þ is a Rapp LED nonlinearity [19] , [20] , which had been used to model a white LED, and n k is independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Mathematically, f ð:Þ can be written as
where V max is the saturation voltage level, V in is the input to the LED, and f ðV in Þ is the output LED intensity. The factor p controls the level of nonlinearity. For example, p ¼ 0:5 has been considered to be a significantly nonlinear characteristic in [20] and therefore the same has been considered throughout this work. The block diagram of the system model is given in Fig. 1 . The channel consists of a linear FIR filter h ¼ ½h 0 ; h 1 ; . . . ; h LÀ1 (which models the VLC indoor channel from standard channel models [21] , [22] obtained by techniques given in [23] and surveyed in [24] ) and a Rapp nonlinearity f ð:Þ, which models the LED characteristics [1] , [7] . The equalizer considered in this paper is a nonlinear adaptive equalizer with observation x k as input.ŝ k ÀD is the equalizer estimate delayed by D samples, where D is the cumulative lag of the equalizer.
Review of KMSER Based Technique for Nonlinear Channel Equalization
In this section, a recent adaptive algorithm for nonlinear channel equalization based on KMSER cost function in RKHS [17] is reviewed.
In the KMSER channel equalizer, a nonlinear implicit feature map, Èðx k Þ, is applied on the observation at k th instant (denoted by x k ). KMSER is the application of the kernel trick to the normalized adaptive minimum bit error rate (NAMBER) recursion [16] , which is written as follows for nonlinear channel equalization: where Èð:Þ is an implicit feature map from R M ! H, Ã denotes complex conjugation, is the step-size, is a small positive number, hÁ; Ái H denotes the inner product in RKHS H, and k is the implicit parameter weight in RKHS at time
where is a constant high enough to approximate the signum function. Thus the output at k th instant y k can be written as
By applying the kernel trick, the adaptation at the k th instant would then become [11] 
where
where the superscript q denotes the qth entry of the vector, I i is the corresponding error term at ith instant which is defined as a soft function of the MSER constraint, and is the kernel parameter. This is the basic KMSER algorithm as introduced in [17] . This algorithm was validated over some benchmark channels in the literature and was found to outperform other RKHS based equalizers, thus being a strong candidate to be implemented over practical scenarios like VLC channel equalization. Note that while using a Gaussian kernel, the explicit knowledge of Èð:Þ is not required as the overall adaptation is expressed as the inner product in (6) . From [25] it is known that if is chosen properly, any arbitrary nonlinearity can be modeled by this inner product in RKHS by Representation theorem [25] . Another advantage of these approaches is that knowledge of the nonlinearity, that is to be compensated for, is not required to be known a priori for processing at the receiver. Additionally, the receiver is not constrained by the structure of nonlinearity, as assumed by Volterra-DFE (viz. maximum order of Volterra series) and the KMSER based approach also leads to a convex optimization problem in RKHS [17] . Despite these desirable properties, the computational complexity of KMSER grows with time which its drawback. In the next section, a modification to KMSER equalizer is proposed via novelty criterion [18] so as to further curtail its computational complexity and make it suitable for practical VLC channel equalization.
Proposed Sparsified-KMSER Using Novelty Criterion Based Post-Distortion for VLC Channels
The computational complexity of Volterra-DFE (which is a popular post-distortion algorithm for VLC systems) increases with an increase in memory of the first order and second order terms. In addition, truncation till second-order coefficients in the Volterra-series representation introduces modeling error (as the representation for the nonlinearity is being approximated by a second order Taylor's series [26] ) in the symbol estimates. As opposed to this, the RKHS based techniques have the ability to represent any nonlinearity exactly (due to closedness of Hilbert spaces and the Representation theorem [25] ). Due to this, the modeling error is significantly reduced by using RKHS based techniques. However, from (4), it is observed that the number of computations required for KMSER (or any online RKHS technique like KLMS) grows undesirably as Oðk Þ. With the huge influx of observations (data) for high data-rate 5G systems, an infinitely growing dictionary (i.e., a set of observations based on which the equalizer is estimated in RKHS) cannot be maintained. Hence, in order to make the RKHS based techniques practical, a selectively growing dictionary based on pruning/sparsification is proposed.
Here, an RKHS based sparsified post-distorter is proposed, which a) does not suffer from the approximation error (due to Taylor's series truncation) and the computational complexity of the Volterra-DFE and b) does not require infinite storage and computational requirements, as required for KLMS and KMSER. Therefore, a dictionary sparsification technique based on novelty criterion as has been suggested in [14] for KLMS is proposed for KMSER criterion for VLC channels. The notion of a dictionary D k ¼ fD [14] , with 2 e denoting the targeted steady-state MSE floor, while providing a practical and low complexity adaptive solution. Thus, the proposed sparsified KMSER based post-distorter is robust to nonlinearity, requires far less storage and computations, thereby making it a practical solution for VLC communication.
Algorithm 1 Sparsified-KMSER 1: Initialize constants 1 and 2 . Dictionary
2: while k 10 000 (maximum number of iterations as given in [4] ) do
Theoretical Analysis of KMSER
In this section, various properties of KMSER are demonstrated by theoretically analyzing its MSE dynamics. This analysis is necessary, as step-size can be varied (within the range specified by the following MSE analysis) to achieve a specified MSE floor within a number of iterations.
First, the theoretically derived transient dynamics of the KMSER is provided. Next, the KLMS is analyzed in the derived framework (of analysis) so that the proposed approach can be compared with KLMS. Consequently, a step-size range for convergence of KMSER is provided which helps us in choice of step-size. Then, the steady-state MSE of KMSER is theoretically compared with that of KLMS and it is proven that KMSER has lower excess misadjustment as compared to KLMS for a given step-size. Next, a step-size range is derived, within which the KMSER converges faster as compared to KLMS. Finally, it is shown that the analysis for transient and steady state MSE of KMSER asymptotically holds under the assumption of an online sparsified dictionary and closely matches the MSE curves obtained from simulations.
MSE Transient Dynamics for KMSER
In this section, from analysis, the MSE behavior of the KMSER is predicted. This analysis is necessary to theoretically predict the converged MSE floor and iterations required for convergence as the step-size is varied.
Let k denote the implicit parameter in RKHS which is being estimated using KMSER criterion. Let k be the deviation of k from the optimal parameter o , such that 
At the k th instant, letỹ k ¼ h
is the stochastic deviation from the fixed point over expectation. As the trace of the kernel Gram is "1" for the Gaussian kernel, the following equation is inferred:
as
where E½Á denotes the expectation operator. Since,
k ÀD À 1ÞÞÞ, the deviation of the signal point s k ÀD from the signal point y k can be written as y k À s k ÀD ¼ỹ k þ n k . The Taylor series approximation for I k around "1" up to third order exponents for ¼ 1 (a high enough value for approximating a signum function [16] ) is found to be
This Taylor series approximation is valid since a smooth adaptation is assumed. Assuming smallỹ k and n k , E½ỹ k ! 0 (unbiasedness), neglecting terms of third-order assuming Gaussianity ofỹ k and n k in RKHS (therefore odd moments are zero) and assumingỹ k and n k to be independent
where 2 n is the variance of noise. Without loss of generality, assuming similar results for imaginary part, (9) can be written as
where 1 ¼ 0:29 2 2 n . For validation and comparison of the proposed approach against KLMS, the KLMS algorithm can also be analyzed in the similar way as the proposed KMSER algorithm. For KLMS, the adaptation equation is as given in [11] , in which instead of I k , the error term, e k ¼ y k À s k ÀD 1 y k þ n k (which follows from adaptive filter theory as
Therefore, after squaring both sides and then taking expectation, the adaptation in (14) can be written approximately as
n . Thus, having derived a unified framework for analysis of MSE-dynamics for KMSER in (13) and KLMS in (15) , several desirable features of the KMSER, as compared to KLMS, are highlighted in the following sections.
Step-Size Range for Convergence
In this section, bounds are derived for step-size for which KMSER converges. The adaptation equation for KMSER (9) converges iff 0 G 1 À 0:66 þ 0:29
Compared with KLMS, which converges iff 0 G G ð2=Trace½G Þ¼) 0 G G 2 [as given in [14] and can be found by putting ð1 À 2 þ 2 Þ G 1 from (15)], where G is the kernel Gram matrix. Therefore, it is observed that the proposed algorithm converges over a wider step-size range as compared to KLMS, which is a desirable property of the proposed algorithm.
Steady State Excess Mean Square Error (EMSE) Analysis
In this section, the EMSE for KMSER is derived and then compared with KLMS. In (13), assuming convergence for KMSER,
At low enough step-size, for the KMSER, the steady state excess misadjustment is given by the following equation:
The approximation in (18) is under the assumption of a small step-size. Using the same assumption for KLMS, E½jỹ k þ1 j 2 % E½jỹ k j 2 in (15), implies the steady state excess misadjustment for KLMS would be
The approximation in (19) is also under assumption of small step-size. This expression is same as derived in [11] . This shows that the methodology for the analysis used in this paper justifies the results in literature [11] . In addition, from (18) and (19), it is observed that EMSE of KMSER is lower than that of KLMS which is a desirable property of the proposed algorithm.
Convergence Analysis of KMSER
In this section, the convergence rate of the KMSER is analyzed and compared with convergence rate of KLMS algorithm. Let there be an arbitrary adaptation equation as follows:
Then, at a particular instant k , the value of t k is given by
The steady state value t o of t k is
assuming 0 G jj G 1 for convergence [28] . Without loss of generality, let us model t k as E½jỹ k j 2 .
Let us now model the proposed KMSER algorithm by this recursion. From (13), 1 ¼ 1 À 0:66 þ 0:29 2 for the proposed algorithm. By same methodology for KLMS, from (15),
Hence, for the proposed algorithm to converge faster than KLMS, the following condition from (21) is required, assuming convergence to the same steady state value:
Substituting the above values of 1 and 2 , the following condition is found:
Hence, under these range of step-sizes for KMSER, faster convergence is achieved in case of KMSER as compared to KLMS algorithm.
Does the Analysis Hold Under Sparsification of Dictionary?
In line with the above analysis provided in Section 5.1-5.4 for KMSER with no sparsification, a proof is now provided that the dynamical equation derived in Section 5.1-5.4 for transient dynamics are valid upon sparsification of the dictionary D k . In other words, it is proven that the sparsification does not affect the results derived in Section 5.1-5.4 [which are based on dynamical equation (13) ] if the 1 and 2 are chosen according to 1 ¼ 0:1 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1=2 p and 2 ¼ e as given in [14] . It can be assumed that the set of input observations fx k g belongs to a compact subset of R M (as it is a closed and bounded subset of R M ). By Cover's theorem, a dictionary exists D k ¼ fc 1 ; c 2 ; . . . ; c P g with P centers whose union of disjoint Euclidean neighborhoods cover the compact input domain [14] . Again, if the a posteriori and a priori deviation 
Taking inner product on both sides (25) and (26) by Èðx k Þ in RKHS H [similar to (8) ]
For the Gaussian kernel hÈðx k Þ; Èðx k Þi H ¼ 1. Therefore,ỹ k þ1 can be written asỹ
which is same as (8). 
Thus, from (28) and (29), probabilistically,ỹ k þ1 can be written as follows:
where p and 1 À p are probabilities of the event of addition of an element to the dictionary D k and the event of keeping the dictionary same respectively. In the initial phase of adaptation, p ! 1 as more and more samples are being added to the dictionary and (30) approximates (8) .
In the convergence phase, p ! 0 and 1 À p ! 1. That would imply E½jỹ k þ1 j 2 ¼ E½jỹ k j 2 . This implies that in the initial transient phase the MSE behavior of sparsified-KMSER is conserved with respect to KMSER and the growth of the adaptive dictionary is turned off upon achieving convergence. Therefore, transient equations developed based on (8) are approximately conserved upon sparsification. Thus, from 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, it can be concluded that the analysis in Section 5.1-5.4 is valid upon sparsification of the dictionary for the proposed post-distorter. 
Simulations
The proposed sparsified-KMSER is compared against sparsified-KLMS, Volterra-DFE (with 45 linear taps and 25 Â 25 second order taps [9] ), and linear DFE with 45 linear taps. The kernel width of KLMS and KMSER is determined by Silverman's rule [29] , the 1 is chosen as 10 −2 and 2 is chosen as 0.3. From Fig. 2(a) and (b), it is observed that the proposed sparsified-KMSER outperforms the BER performance of Volterra-DFE in the high-SNR regime while maintaining lower computational cost as compared to sparsified-KLMS and Volterra-DFE over "open office" and "office with cubicles channels" of IEEE 802.15 standard respectively, for 4-PAM. For 4-PAM, the sparsified-KMSER has the least computational complexity in all scenarios with equivalent BER performance as compared to sparsified-KLMS and Volterra-DFE. An ensemble of 10 000 samples is considered over 500 Monte-Carlo trials in all the BER plots.
In Fig. 3(a) and (b), it is observed that the proposed sparsified-KMSER actually outperforms the Volterra-DFE in "open-office" and "office with cubicles" scenarios (in terms of BER) in the low SNR regime with much lower computational complexity in case of 16-QAM. However, as the SNR is increased the RKHS based post-distorters and the Volterra-DFE exhibit similar behavior for 16-QAM modulation scheme. Among the Volterra-DFE, the proposed sparsified-KMSER and sparsified-KLMS, the sparsified-KMSER is found to be computationally more efficient in case of 16-QAM as compared to sparsified-KLMS. Sparsified-KMSER outperforms Volterra-DFE in case of 16-QAM, both computationally, as well as in terms of BER-performance.
Finally, the transient and steady state MSE behavior of the KMSER in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) given by (13) and (18) , are compared over "open-office" and "office with cubicles" scenario for 16-QAM constellation. The transient and the steady state behavior is plotted over a range of step-sizes from 2 ½0:25; 0:4, and it is found that the simulations closely match the theoretically derived MSE curves derived in this work, thus providing us full control over the step-size range to achieve a given MSE floor at a desired convergence rate. Also, the theoretically derived MSE characteristics via Taylor series approximation is also compared with the MSE characteristics obtained assuming perfect knowledge of I k . The expectations involving I k -terms in (9) (like E½<fI Ã kỹ k g and E½jI k j 2 ) were evaluated using numerical techniques as suggested in [16] under Gaussian distribution. It is observed that in all scenarios, they almost overlap, which highlights the validity and applicability of Taylor series approximation of I k .
Conclusion
A sparsified-KMSER post-distorter is proposed in this work which gives better or similar BER performance, as compared to the widely used Volterra-DFE. This sparsification in RKHS based techniques is found to reduce computational load without loss in BER performance. The convergence of sparsified-KMSER is analyzed theoretically, and the simulated MSE behavior is found to be closely matching the theoretically derived dynamical equations for MSE. This indicates that the proposed sparsified-KMSER based post-distortion is a viable solution for equalization of nonlinear indoor IEEE 802.15 PAN VLC channels in the presence of nonlinear LED characteristics.
